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North York Community Council

From: Joe Nobrega <jnobrega.sta@gmail.com>

Sent: May 21, 2019 9:32 AM
To: North York Community Council; Francine Adamo

Cc: WenderlyPark Community Association
Subject: RE: NYCC Meeting on May 22, 2019, Item NY6.2 Application No. 18 190379 NNY 15 OZ

Proposed Development for 111 Wenderly Drive, 746/748 Marlee Ave., Toronto

Attachments: Letter to NYCCNY6.2.Request for Deferral.pdf; 111 Wenderly Dr., 746-748 Marlee Aye

May3.pdf; Marlee-Traffician2ol 3.PDF

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed

Good morning Francine , we have asked Councillior Colic to defer this item . in the event that it is not I would
like to speak to this item. Please ensure the 3 attachments are shared with all NY Councilliors

best Regards
Joe Nobrega (416-706-5111)
WPCA Inc.
nohrega.sIaOgrnail.com
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May 20, 2019

To: Mike Colle, Councillor Ward 8, City of Toronto

Brandon Stevens, Planning assistant — Councillor Mike Colle Ward 8 , City of Toronto

RE: NYCC Meeting on May 22, 2019, Item NY6.2
Application No. 18 190379 NNY 15 OZ
Proposed Development for Ill Wenderly Drive, 7461748 Marlee Ave., Toronto

Good evening - further to my phone conversation with Brandon on Friday, as representatives of
the Wenderly Park Community Association Inc., we respectfully request that, at minimum,
Councillor Colle defer the Council Item NY6.2 relating to the proposed development at
111 Wenderly Drive, 746/748 Marlee Ave to a later date.

The Wenderly Park Community Association Inc. (WPCA Inc.) represents residents of the area
bounded by Lawrence Avenue, Bathurst Street, Glencairn Avenue and Dufferin Street. The
WPCA Inc. has been monitoring, and is actively involved in the intensification developments
within (and neighbouring) our catchment area for the past several years. We support
development, but with the proviso that it be warranted, appropriate, and respectful of community
Neighbourhood designations, principles and relevant policies.

The subject development has greatly mobilized our community because of its disregard for
those principles. On April 4, 2019, at the sole Community Consultation Meeting regarding this
property, the attendees eloquently and vociferously indicated their displeasure - in fact, the only
positive comments came from the City Planner, ultimately responsible for the final
assessment. We anticipated that the Final Report would not just state, but address the
concerns expressed at the Community Consultation.

The Final Report was made available on May 15, 2019- a mere 3 working days between its
release and its concomitant recommendation to the May 22, 2019 NYCC Meeting. We find this
disrespectful to the affected community in that it allows insufficient time to fully examine and
respond to its contents. A quick overview indicates areas of inconsistency, information that we
believe to be incongruent to what we had been told, and little attempt to address the concerns
articulated at the Community Consultation.

Of particular concern was the apparent sabotage of the Wenderly Community Consultation
process which took place, as mentioned above, on April 4, 2019. Most of the attendees at the
consultation were stunned and upset that the proposal was presented by the City Planner as
a fait accompli, thus pre-empting what we had assumed was the purpose of the community
consultation. During a Community Consultation for another project on May 8, 2019, the same
City Planner was questioned by one of our members about his seemingly biased comments
during the Wenderly consultation. He responded that this was his intention - that it is his role to
present to the community his reasons for supporting a project, and not to give them the
impression that ‘it was all up for grabs’, or that there was room for negotiation. Additionally,
when the member suggested a modification that might be of benefit to the neighbouring
properties, it was indicated that it was “too late for that”.
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However, there were some inconsistencies during the presentation regarding the May 8
project. For example, it was indicated that a Community Consultation was “a step early on in
the process, and that would allow enough time to get together with the community to hear their
concerns and make accommodation, where possible’. When asked what the timeline was
between Community Consultation and recommendation to Council, it was indicated that it is
typically 180 days, but that was recently reduced to 90 days. The timeline between our April 4
Wenderly consultation and the May 22 Council meeting is just over 40 days. We query why we
were not afforded the courtesy of an adequate timeline, in order “to hear their concerns and
make accommodation, where possible’.

For the above reasons, we request that this item be deferred, so that the timeline and
process be respected, and in order for the community to have adequate time to respond
fully with the constituents’ concerns, such that a viable and mutually beneficial
development could emerge.

Yours Truly

Joe Nobrega

WPCA Inc.
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Ud[TOKUMO Memorandum
Tnnsportatlon Services Traffic Operations Tel: 415-335-7463
North Tort pistict North York Civic Cente Far 418-395-7644
Pncoal D’Soun, C.ET. 5100 Yonge St 4tlfloDr akhan5arontca
Acting Director Toronic, Ondo M2N S/? ww.toronto.ca

Date; January 15, 2013

To: Councillor Josh Colle

Copy: Sergeant Michael Matic
Toronto Police Service
13 DivisIon

From: Mn S. Khan, P. Eng. CC 1.
Manager, Traffic Operations

Re: Traffic Flow: Marlee Avenue from Eglinton Avenue West and Lawrence Avenue West
Ret SR 4463064

Transportation Services, North York District, has reviewed your concerns on behalf of several of
your constituents regarding the traffic flow on MaHee Avenue, between Eglinton Avenue West and
Lawrence Avenue West, with the intent to improve the live-ability along this roadway for the
residents. As such this Division has undertaken a review of the following matters along this section
of roadway:

feasibility of installing traffic control signals at the following intersections:
o Madee Avenue at Wenderly Drive
o Madee Avenue at Glengrove Avenue
o Manse Avenue at Glen Park Avenue
o Marlee Avenue at Hilimount Avenue
o Madee Avenue at Stayner Avenue

• the vehicle volume and speed f vehicles on Madee Avenue;
• the feasibifity of reducing the speed limit from 50 kmih to 40 kmm; and
• the usage of the roadway by heavy trucks (vehicle classification).

Existing Conditions

Maflee Avenue between Eglinton Avenue West and Lawrence Avenue West is classified as a minor
arterial roadway having an approximate pavement width of 13 metres and consists of one
northbound and one southbound lane, a two-way centre left turn lane and bicycle lanes for both
directions. The regulatory speed limit for this roadway is 50 kmTh. Pedestrian sidewalks exists on
both sides of the roadway. The lands on either side of Marlee Avenue consist of residential
properties (single family and high density), commercial strip plazas and park land. It should be noted
that the Toronto Transit Commission also operates a surface transit route on Marlee Avenue.
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______________

Currently the northbound and southbound traffic on Manse Avenue is controlled at the fdflowin9
intersections by the following types of traffic control devices:

• Maflee Avenue at Roselat,’n Avenue (traffic control signal)
• Madee Avenue at Ridells Avenue (traffic control signal)
• Marlee Avenue at Viewmount Avenue (pedestrian crossover)
• Males Avenue at Glencairn Avenue (traffic control signal)
• Madee Avenue at Sway Court (pedestrian crossover)

All other roadways that intersect with Manes Avenue are controlled by easVwest stop controls. As
such, the nain street being Manse Avenue essentially operates under free flow conditions along this
segment of roadway from Eglinton Avenue West to Lawrence Avenue West.

Traffic Control Signal Review

To determine the feasibility of installing a traffic control signal at the requested intersections, eight-
hour turning movement counts were conducted at each of the intersections. The technical warrants
for the installation of a traffic control signal were satisfied to the following extent:

Warrant Calculations
Manes Ave Warrant I Warrant2 WarrantSa nimurneicu an Delay to Cross Traffic Collision Hazard

Stayner Avenue 39% 83% 0%
Hillmount Avenue 48% 73% 0%
Glen ParkAvenue 23% 31% 0%
Glengrove Avenue 68% 65% 0%

Wendenly Drive 43% 98% I 0%

For the installation of a traffic control signal to be warranted, one of either the Minimum Vehicular
Volume or Delay to Cross Traffic warrants must be 100 percent satisfied, or both must be at least 80
percent satisfied. The Collision Hazard warrant is based on the number of collisions susceptible to
correction by the installation of a traffic control signal. The type of collision susceptible to correction
by a traffic control- signal or multi-way stop instai!aUon, include left-turn collisions as wa as right-
angle collisions.

As can be seen from the above table none of the intersections have met the minimum required
threshold for the installation of a traffic control signal.

Notwithstanding, given that the “Delay to Cross Traffic Warrant’ for the intersection of Manes
Avenue and Wenderly Drive is at 98%, we have undertaken a closer examination of this intersection
keeping mind that this Intersection may meet the warrants i the foreseeable future. As such and
with this in mind, we have reviewed the spacing between existing traffic control devices within the
immediate section of roadway. Our review has indicated that a pedestrian crossover is located
approximately 100 metres to the south at Sway Court to provide pedestrians with a protected
crossing area. The traffic control signal at Marlee Avenue and Lawrence Avenue West is located
approximately 240 metres to the north. Ideally, traffic control devices, (traffic control signals I
pedestrian crossovers) are to be placed at a minimum of 215 metres apart As this distance
decreases, the traffic control measures become cluttered and are less recognizable by motorist.
Higher order Traffic Control Devices at close proximity to one another also negatively affect the
progressive movement of main street traffic.
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Therefore should the “Delay to Cross Traffic Warrant’ be met in the future, Transporsfion Services
will review the feasibility of removing the existing pedestrian crossover at Marlee Avenue and Elway
Court and instaiflng a traffic control signal at Martee Avenue and Wenderly Drive.

Speed and Volume Assessment

To assess the existing traffic conditions. 24-hodr vehicle volume and speed studies were conducted.
The following table identifies the results of those studies:

Marlee Avenue Dir Speed Vehicle Speeds Traffic Volume
Operating Average AM PM 24 Hr

NB 49 40 265 L 312 4235LMngstone Rd - Belgravia Ave SB 48 38 1 369 451 5508
NB 48 37 :433 341 5310BriarHillAve-StaynerAve 1 SB 50 35 360 499 5690
NB, kmih 49 3 502520 7255

- HillmountAve SB ‘ 50 . 40 421 656 8451
NB - 61 47 582. 543 7558SayCt—WenderlyDr
59 53 44 588 657 8607

Results of the vehicle speed studies confirm that operating speeds, the speed at which 85% of the
motorists are travelling at or below, are below the regulatory speed limit with the exceptIon of the
one section of roadway between Elway Court and Wenderly Drive. The operating speed for this
section roadway is at 61 km/h in the northbound direction. However, the average vehicle speeds are
at and below the regulatory speed limit. These results do not indicate that there are high speeds
throughout the entire length of roadway, but only at the north end. This can be attributed the fact that
at the north end of the roadway there are no commercial establishments that would generate heavier
turning movements (in and outs) from the access driveways, thereby creating less traffic Interruption.

It should be noted that at your request. the Traffic Operations Unit deployed the Speed Watch Trailer
on Madee Avenue, south of Glen Park Avenue for southbound traffic from November 6 to November
16. Staff observations during this time period did indicate that motorists, when seeing the Speed
Watch Trailer, did reduce their speed. In some instances, vehicle speeds in excess of 60 km/h would
be flashed on the display board. As such, the placement of the Speed Watch Trailer as a public
awareness/educational measure has proven to be effective. However, it is our experience that the
extended use of ths type of measure at the same location becomes less effective as motorists that
use this roadway on a daily basis are no longer affected by the display of their speed.

Notwithstanding the results of the study, enforcement by the Toronto Police Services has also been
conducted on several occasions. The results of the enforcement campaign by The Toronto Police
Service, is not available at this time. However, we are recommending that the regulatory speed limit
of 50 km/h be enforced as deemed appropriate by the Toronto Police Service.

Speed Limit Reduction

On January 19, 20 and 22, 2007, Toronto City Council adopted a Road Classification System. The
City of Toronto’s Road Classification criteria identifies legal speed limits ranging from 50 — 60 km/h
for major arterial roads (with odd cases of 70 km/h and 80 km/h), 40 — 60 km/h for mInor arterial
roads and 30—50 km/h on local roadways.

The intent of the arterial roads In Toronto is to provide continuous traffic mutes between important
locations within the City. In most cases, they are comprised of a minimum of two lanes of traffic in
order to provide adequate capacity to accommodate high traffic volumes.
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ft should be noted that operating speeds tend to vary with traffic density. When traffic density is high
(i.e. cars are bumper to bumper with little room to manoeuvre — as in downtown during rush hour),
speeds are significantly reduced (30—40 kru’h). Wnen traffic density is medium (i.e. cars are fairly
close with some room for manoeuvrabiiity), speeds are moderate, ranging from 40 to 50 tm/h. When
traffic Is light (i.e. volume is low and ample room for manoeuvrability exists), speeds would be high
(50 km/h and greater).

Based on the above, Transportation Services had developed a warrant for the implementation of
permanent 50 km/h speed limits on arterial roadways. Additionally, Cily Council at its meeting of
April 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 2001 and its special meeting held on April 30, May I and 2, 2001, approved
the harmonized Policy for the Introduction of a 40 km/h speed flmit on all roadways although
primarily for local and collector roadways.

Hence, in keeping with The primary function of the arterial roads, a 60 km/h speed limit Is deemed to
be the most appropriate, unless the prevailing conditions of roadway, traffic operation and safety
warrant indicate otherwise.

The four categories/factors that are used to determine whether the speed of a minor arterial road
should be reduced from 60 km/h are pedestrian and bicycle factors, collision factor, roadway
geometry factors and roadway operation factors. Whereas the 40 km/h speed limit policy considers
various roadway characteristics such as safety concerns, collision patterns, location & pedestrian
generators such as school and the absence of municipal sidewalks.

In applying both the criteria’s established (summaries attached), a reduction of the speed ilmit on
Marlee Avenue between Eglinton Avenue West and Lawrence Avenue West is not justified.

Although the existing regulatory speed limit on Marlee Avenue is 50 km/h, staff undertook an
assessment to determine If the existing speed limit is in keeping with the Cities current Policy with
respect to the use of a 50 km/h speed limit on an arterial road. As can be seen by The attached 50
km/h warrant sUmmary, the use of a 50 km/h speed limit is has been deemed to be justified.

Staff has also applied the 40 kmjh Speed Limit Warrant and the results are summarised on the
attached worksheet. As such, based on the warrant worksheet the feasibility of reducing the speed
limit to 40 km/h is warranted on the section of Marlee Avenue from Eglinton Avenue West to
Glencaim Avenue West, given that the pavement width is 12.5 metres or less and The operating
speed (85 percentile) is equal to or less than 50 km/h. However, the operating speed on the
northerly section of Marlee Avenue is greater than 50 km/h and as such the 40km/h warrant has
failed for this section of roadway.

As previously noted the variation in the operating speeds on Marlee Avenue can be attributed to
several factors. In fact, given that no physical changes are being proposed to the roadway, the
majority of motorists will continue to operate their vehicles at the current rate of speed. As such in
order to promote and encourage continued positive guidance for motorists a consistent speed limit
should be maintained along the entire section of Maclee Avenue. Additionally, given that the average
rate of speed on Marlee Avenue isbelow 50 km/h and that the 85th percentile speed on the majority
of the roadway is less than 60 km/h, we do not see a need to change the regulatory speed limit to 40
km/h, nor do we believe that vehicle speeds are problematic. It should also be noted that the
reduction of the speed limit on only a portion of Marlee Avenue may only result in greater motorist
disobeying The speed limit on this roadway and a greater variance between operating speeds of
vehicles.
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Furthermore, although other existing minor arterial roadways, such as
Qaiwood Avenue within the City of Toronto are designated as 40
characteristics of these roadways are significantly different than those
primary differences between Marlee Avenue and Qssington Avenue and
follows:

• onstreet pandng is permitted on Ossington Avenue and Qakwood Avenue
• minimal driveway access and egress points on Ossington Avenue and Qaiwood Avenue;
• predominantly single family housing on Ossington Avenue and Oakwcod Avenue;
• no dedicated bicycle lanes on Cssington Avenue and Oakwood Avenue;
• no dedicated centre two way left turn lane on Osslngton Avenue and Oakwood Avenue:

Although these differences may seem to be minimal they do have an impact on driver behaviour.

Therefore in view of the above this DMsIon does not support the reduction of the speed limit on
Madee Avenue.

Vehicle Classffication (Heavy Truck Review)

To assess the existing traffic modal split, 24-hour vehicle class
following table Identifies the results of those studies:

studies were conducted. The

The results of the vehicle classification study confirm that only 54 (0.5%) of the overall traffic on
Marlee Avenue can be classified as tractor trailers for this particular section of roadway. Of note, the
northbound tractor trailer traffic volumes (36) are double than the southbound tractor-trailer traffic
volumes (18). The study results have also concluded that the majority of the truck traffic occurs
between the hours of 7:00 am. and 7:00 p.m.

The City of Toronto’s road classification criteria states that “generally no restrictions” on heavy trucks
should be imposed on minor arterial roadways as their primary purpose is of a minor arterial
roadway, such as Marlee Avenue is the movement of traffic and servicing of the businesses located
on the roadway.

Inappropriate use of a Heavy Truck restriction on any roadway may only lead to the other existing
residential roadways being used as an alternate route, thus having a greater impact on the
community.

Therefore, given that the roadways within the City of Toronto are assigned specific designations,
both from a traffic operations and a road safety perspective, in order to allow them to perform as
efficiently and safely as possible restricting “Heavy Trucks’ on this particular section of roadway
would not be feasible.

Cssington Avenue and
km/h speed limits, the
of Marlee Avenue. The

Ozkwood Avenue are as

Marlee Avenue Tot] Cars
Dir Vehicles

I Voli%

Briar Hill Ave.
To

Staier Ave.

Light Trucks

I NB I 5310 J 5076 I
. 4 6690 16374:
I Both 12000 11450 j

Vol

96%
95%

95.5%

Vol

Buses

Vol %

155 13% 18 0.3% 61 4 1.1%
178 12.8%13811% 123 1.8%
333 2.8% 64 0.5% 184 1.5%

-H
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Summarj

In view of all of the above this Division is recommending that the speed limit on Maclee Avenue not
be reduced from 50 kmih to 40 km/h.

if the intent is to alter driver behaviour, it is our opinion from an engineering perspective that by copy
of this memorandum to Staff Sergeant Michael Mattic of the Toronto Police SeMces,13 Division we
are requesting that they provide the appropriate level of enforcement as deemed necessary for this
roadway.

As for the installation of traffic control signals at the intersection of Marlee Avenue and Wenderly
Drive, this DMsion Will once again review this location in the spring of this year to determine if the
warrants for the installation of a traffic control signal have been met. Please note that upon the
completion of our review this Division will advise you of the outcome of the investigation accordingly.

Should you have any questions or concerns please contact Jack Sinopoli, SupeMsor Traffic
Operations at 416-395-7467.

AKIcr
Attached
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Warrant for Jxuplementhw a Perninent SOlanIh Maximum Speed Limit on Arterial Roads
Marlee Avenue

Eglinton Avenue West to Lawrence Avenue West
The Warrants;
A permanent 50 lfli maximum speed limit may be implemented on an arterial road where one of the Thiloning two
warrant A and B s met

4.85 Percentile Speed is less thwi 60 lwilk
The rationale for this warrant is based on satty considerations, as illustted in the adjacent diagram. Risk increases
with to deviation of a given driver speed from the speed ofthe main steam of traffic. If all drivers nyc! at the same
speed, risk is minimal (see diagram on the side). As some motoiists drive Thster or slower, risk increases exponentially.
Therefore the 85 percentile is the safest soed and whore risk is at itsiowest
IftheSS Pemexallespedsopgtaapeedthslowerthan6Okmth,theuitoalymakessensethntthcspeed
limit is lowered to 50 kimli.

S. Ifany combinadon ofEWE ofthefdllowing crfrtha were atxsweredas fl

L Pedesbian And Bicycle RelatedFodrn
Result Is Is pedestrian activity (Age under 12) Heavy? Yes I No

Or
2 4

Ispedesman aetvxty (Age under 12) Medhun and sidewalk setback is Yes / No
lessthan2Sm?

Or

Is pedesEñan activity (Age under 12) Light and sidewalk setback is less Y X No

• thanOim?
Or

Is pedestian activity (Age OVER 12) Heavy and sidewalk setback is less i / No
than 0.5 m?

Lb Isthebiovcleacffvfty(thomabikelane)Highs? j Yes/I YosI7j

2. CofiLcion RThtd Factor Rewli

{ 2 ft the Probability ofSafety Improvamens Ind (PSI bulex) low?
I (EmphasLc ic on collisionpasterns that canwi be hifluenced by localized Yes 115s Ys / SE
E Improvemenis)
3. Roadwqv Genmeby Related Factors
Resvlt 3.a Is the number of curves per idiomete with a comfortable speed less than Yes? Yes? ia

60.1cm/h (Level/rolling texmin) equals two or more?
3.1, Is the number of locations per Idiomefre with insufficient distance to stop Yes/fl Yes!

. safely while mwethng at 60 Ian/h equals two or more?
3.c Istheletigthofspeedzone<llcm? Yes/j YcsIp
3.d Is the number of non-commercial dxivev.a35 per idlomete> 30? /No Yes / No
3.e Is the number àf low-density residential driveways per kilometre> 5? I No No
3.f Absence of a Centre Loft-Turn Lane Yes] No YogI

4. Roadwar Opeadomc Related Factors
4. &athc’ Is the On-S PRvldng activity Medium to high?
Operation -

Rek’tedFactors Yes! Yes/No

Results 4

Overall su combination of FlV)of the above criteria were answered as YES. Ves/ No Yes/No 1
L Warrant

Yts\DATA’STtC2O13O13biiba.d ssw\CQmmTJs’floSwdy(fl-NGHBOI g64-mnec ave
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40 Iou/h Maximum Speed Limit
[Marlee Avenue)

[between Eglintan Avenue West and Lawrence Avenue West]

Warrant Requirement Warrant Satisfied

I Yes/No
WarantA Pavement width equal to or more than 105 metres and the operating

‘ speed (85%ile) Is equal or less than 50 kmJh.
Wide Roads Yes- (12.5 m)

[speed rmlt reductions on wide streets have negligible Impact and in these Yes (SO Ian/h)
I cases, other measures should be considered to influence driver behaviour to
_seduce speed,_such_as_gezmetrlc changes to the road_its&fl

Warrant A Met YES
Warrant S E’ementzsy or junior high school abu the road. * No

Pedestrian OR

Environment Parkiand abut the road whsch is conbguous to and used to gain access No
to an eJemenry or junior high school. *

OR
No sidewalk on either side of the road or a major pothon of the road. No

.

OR
The sidewalk is immediately adjacent to and not separated from the No
flow & motor vehicles by long term parking (>3H) or bike lanes, v4hei • Sidewalk adjatzrnto
the traveled portion of the road width is less than 5.7 metres for two roadway but separated
way operation or less than 4.0 metres for one way operation. from flific by bike lanes

WarrantB Met NO
Warrant C Two or more locations of concern where:

No
Road and Traffic -Grades are greater than 5%; and/or

Environment -Safe speed on curves Is less than 50 km/h
OR

Lack of sufficient distance to stop feLy at two or more locations when No
traveling at 50 km/h.

I OR
Pattern of collisions where vehicle speed vms Identified as a ftctor: j Yes

-Local stre — 3 or more over 3 years
-Other steets —5 or more over 3 years - —

• OR I
Where long term parking (>3H) is permitted on one or both sides and No
the remaining traveled portion of the road is less than 5.7 metres for
two way operation or 4.0 metres for one way operation. I________________________

Warrant C Met No
*WarrantA,EorCMet1 YES

Note: 40 lom’h maximum speed limit must extend no less than 150 metres beyond the boundary of school property and/or contiguous
parklánd.
40 km/h ma4mum speed limit may be considered if either Warrant A, B or C are met
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May 3,2019

To: Mike Colle, City Couneillor Ward 8, City of Toronto
John Tory, Mayor of Toronto
Gregg Lintern, Director Community Planning, City of Toronto 0E
Joe Nanos. Director. Community Planning. City of Toronto

.

Barbara Gray. GM Transportation Services, City of Toronto
Al Rezoski, Manager Community Planning, City of Toronto

RE: Application No: 18 190379 NNY IS OZ
Proposed Development for III Wenderly Drive, 736/748 Marlee Aye, Toronto

The Wenderly Park Community Association Inc. (WPCA Inc.) wishes to formally comment on the recent Community
Consultation Meeting held April 4. 2019 regarding the proposed development for Ill Wenderly Dr.. 746/748 Marlee Ave in
the City of Toronto.

The WPCA Inc. represents the residents living within the boundaries of Lawrence Avenue West to Glencairn Avenue and
Dufferin Street to Bathurst Street.

The subject properties presently consist of three (3) one-storey single family residential dwellings designated
‘Neighbourhoods’ in the City of Toronto’s Official Plan, and zoned R5 in the former North York Zoning By-Law and RD
(Residential Detached) in the new Zoning By-Law No. 569-2013.

The Official Plan under the Neighhourhoods designation directs that “physical changes to our established neighbottrhoods
must be sensitive, gradual and generally ‘fit’ the existing physical character.” The proposed 10 units in twoS unit blocks
with a height of4 storeys is a profound departure from the directions contained in the Official Plan in that the proposed
development fails to even closely conform to the massing, height. density, setbacks, number of units. and traffic patterns
considerations.

The WPCA Inc. strongly opposes the City Planner’s position in treating the proposal as an ‘infliling’ application. These are
not three vacant lots, but lots with existing residential buildings on site. This son of activity is tantamount to block busting
rather than land assembly. Notwithstanding the attempt to pass the proposal as an ‘infilling’ development. ifone assesses the
proposal with reference to the Official Plan’s Chapter Four, subsection 6. the proposal is a wide departure from the Plan’s
directions that “performance standards are to ensure that new development will be compatible with the physical character of
established residential Neighbourhoods”.

The City Planner (the Planner) attempted tojustify the massing of the proposal by stating that stacked townhouses are now
being deemed to be acceptable in Neighbourhoods. Our question is: ‘acceptable by and to whom?’ Certainly not by the local
residents.

The Planner referred to the two blocks of four-storey townhouses as an appropriate boundary of the single family residential
neighborhood. We beg to disagree. The existing three subject properties are an integral part of the designated
‘Nc’ighhourhooq” and function as such and do not represent its periphery.

The Planner tried tojustify the proposed intensification as smaller than a previous application (which he also supported), and
as such an appropriate response to the Provincial policies. The samejustification was given for the subject sites being close to
the subway system. Our position is that we recognize the need for intensification and invite the proponent to revise the
proposal by diminishing the number toé residential units ofa size, scale and height complementary to the existing residential
fabric of the neighbourhood. The Provincial and City of Toronto policies and guidelines, %%hile encouraging intensification in
appropriate areas do not mandate intensification at any cost even flying in the face of good planning principles which the
present application displays.
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Additionally, we wish to address the unconscionable process utilized in bringing this application to a Community
Consultation meeting. There was no preliminary planning report produced, with the slated justification that such a report was
produced lbr an earlier application that was subsequently abandoned. The two applications are fundamentally different and
one cannot understand the connection nor the similarities, hence the need for a new preliminary report and a new Community
Consultation.

The Planner, at the Community Consultation Meeting, stated outright that except for some tardy City Department responses
the present application meets all of the City’s requirements, and the only outstanding consideration was the Community’s
response at the Meeting. lithe Planner, as he indicated throughout the presentation. has already arrived at his determination
For a report to the City Council, thus pre-empting Community input, what is the purpose of the Community Consultation
Meeting? Why was the Community not allowed the opportunity to provide its input at a Preliminary Report stage at which
point both the Applicant and the Planner would have been in a position to appreciate and assess the Community’s feedback
and perhaps initiate a collaborative and fruitful dialogue.

With this application and the many others proposed for Marlee Aye, there is an unquestionable need for a City of
Toronto sponsored comprehensive traffic study, similar to the one completed in June 2013 (copy attached for your
reference). We understand that a subsequent study was done by the applicant, however we believe it does not reflect
the current realities of the existing traffic congestions and safety concerns on Marlee Aye, Venderly Drive and
Lawrence Ave.

Our concerns with the subject proposal extend far beyond traffic, process and ‘Neighhourlzooct considerations. For example,
residents on Majestic Court have been beset with frequent basement floodings as a result of high water levels in the area, as
well as outdated and failing infrastructure, which they have attempted to mitigate at great personal cost. Any loss of green
space would create further havoc with regard to water management. A further concern is the single ingress and egress from
Wenderly Drive which not only creates a safety hazard For the proposed residents of the development in the case of
emergency, but would also cause ftulher traffic congestion on Wenderly Drive, which at key times is already backed-up
several blocks. We see no reason why driveways cannot continue to be directed to Marlee Aye, as is currently the case.

The WPCA Inc. is still willing to embark in a dialogue with the City Authorities and the Developer/Applicant with the goal of
arriving alan agreement that fully respects the character of the neighbourhood and meets the residents’ desire for an
appropriate and sustainable quality of life.

The WPCA Inc. is in favour of appropriate and reasonable intensification and looks forward to working with all
stakeholders towards this goal.

Yours Truly
Joe Nobrcga, President
Wenderly Park Community Association Inc. (WPAC Inc.)
hIip://enderl park.weehlv.com
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